
Ariel & Shya Kane
are internationally acclaimed 

seminar leaders and consultants

who have been offering courses and executive 
coaching since 1987. The Kanes have pioneered 
a revolutionary new technology, Instantaneous 
Transformation®, which has helped thousands 
of individuals and companies dramatically  
increase productivity, effectiveness and job  
satisfaction. What makes their approach unique 
is that it is not problem/solution oriented. The 
Kanes have found that the simple recognition 
of unexamined behavior patterns or beliefs is 
enough to facilitate resolution without having to 
work on them as problems. They are masterful 
at identifying and communicating the dynamics 
that unknowingly undermine an individual's or 
organization's effectiveness and productivity. 
The Kanes have found that the slightest shift in 
one’s reality can produce a quantum shift in the 
ability to optimize time and successfully manage 
projects to completion - - 
Instantaneous Transformation.

Acting as Catalysts
for Effective CommunicationTM

The Kanes provide consulting and seminars 
for a range of clients from individuals and  
entrepreneurs to large corporations in the 
US, Europe and Central America. Their articles 
have been published internationally since 1992. 
The Kanes’ award-winning books are bestsellers, 
including their first title, Working on Yourself 
Doesn’t Work, which has been translated into 
German,  Japanese, Russian, Dutch and Thai.

Executive coaching
Coaching is available for those executives intere-
sted in achieving revolutionary increases in 
productivity, income, rapport and job satisfaction. 

Transformational
Time & Project
Management

In this Seminar you will  
learn a revolutionary new 

technology that will allow you  
to produce a quantum shift in 
your ability to optimize your  
time and successfully manage  

projects to completion.

Ariel & Shya Kane  phone 908-479-6043

TransformationMadeEasy.com ·  kanes@ask-inc.com

The Kanes' approach allows you to let go 
of your limitations and step into infinite  
possibilities. In the past, new projects were often 
stressful and agonizing and my habit of second-
guessing myself made tasks take twice as long. 
With the tools I have learned in this course, these 
old habits have fallen away and time and project 
management has become easy, effective and fun.

Leah Schneeflock,  Actress/Office Manager

with

Ariel and Shya Kane

To register for seminars or for further information:

Ariel & Shya Kane

phone 908-479-6034
web TransformationMadeEasy.com

e-mail kanes@ask-inc.com
facebook TransformationMadeEasy

twitter ArielandShya

Ariel & Shya's Top-Rated 
Internet Radio Show

Wednesdays 12 noon Eastern / 9am Pacific
6pm Central European Time
All episodes are archived and available 
for download.
Log on to listen live or to the archives at:

TransformationMadeEasy.com/beinghere



In this course you will learn how to effectively 
and effortlessly complete projects and tasks.  
This fun and lively interactive seminar will  
inspire you to view projects differently.  Through 
this fresh perspective you will have quantum 
increases in personal and organizational  
productivity.  The Kanes’ revolutionary approach 
to time and project management will eliminate 
stress and feeling overwhelmed will become a 
thing of the past.

It is specifically geared towards those compa-
nies and individuals who want to operate at 
peak efficiency while having work be a highly 
satisfying experience.

Transformational
Time & Project
Management

· Increased productivity

· Creative new ways of thinking  
 and problem solving

·  Ability to remain focused in   
 stressful or confronting situations  
 and under demanding work loads

·  Ability to operate as both a 
 leader and a team player

· Greater job satisfaction

· Greater ease in starting new 
 projects

· Expanded ability to respond to  
 the needs of customers and 
 clients

· Ability to recognize and avoid  
 pitfalls that limit productivity

·  The timely completion of tasks  
 and greater personal effectiveness

Key Benefits
of this Seminar:

The Transformational 
Time & Project 

Management Seminar is 
appropriate for people 

of all professions

What participants 
are saying

Tasks that seemed impossible or difficult are now 
doable and easy.  My to do list has never been shorter 
and I am more productive, engaged and lighter 
than I have been in years. I strongly recommend 
you attend TT&PM; you‘ll be amazed at the  
instantaneous results in every aspect of your life.  

Susan Paternoster, Senior Managing Director 
and Chief Information Officer
Major Asset Management firm

This is not just a business course! It’s a radically 
different approach to time, getting things done and 
living life proactively without drama or stress.

 J. M. Jackson, Jr., 
Executive Coach & Practice Advisor for Attorneys

Since taking the TT&PM course with Ariel and 
Shya Kane, I have not only increased my sales 
numbers (thus increasing my income) substantially, 
I also have a brand new appreciation and passion 
for what I do!  The possibility that I could successfully 
complete all of my daily tasks, on time, and have fun 
doing it has absolutely changed my life!

Sandra D'Amato, Lehigh Phoenix, 
Vice President of Sales

As a teacher myself, I am now more available to 
my students and I am delighted and surprised by 
what we create together. Ariel and Shya Kane  
produce magic in their workshops. I never knew 
work could be so creative, enlightening and fun. 
I’ve found something brilliant and rare in these 
dynamic teachers.

Susan Finch, Voice and Speech Coach


